Summary of the minimum requirements for the recruitment of associate and full professors in Economics provided as a courtesy to non-Italian speaking candidates.

The full set of rules governing the recruitment of professors is available in Italian [here](#).

Minimum hiring requirements for
Full Professor (Professore Ordinario) and Associate Professor (Professore Associato) in Economics
Facoltà di Economia, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

**Full Professor**
- A minimum of 20 points, with at least 16 points in journals ranked “Class A” or higher.
- At least one publication in a journal ranked either “Top 6”, “A+”, “A*”, or in an interdisciplinary journal.
- At least 6 points must be obtained through papers published or accepted for publication in the 5 calendar years prior to the job opening.

**Associate Professor**
- A minimum of 10 points, with at least 8 points in journals ranked at least “Class A” or higher.
- At least 3 points must be obtained through papers published or accepted for publication in the 5 calendar years prior to the job opening.

**Point system**
- **Top-6**: 10 points;
- **A+**: 6 points;
- **Interdisciplinary and A* (class A journals with a ‘star’)**: 6 points for the first paper in either one or the two groups, 3 points otherwise;
- **A**: 3 points;
- **B**: 1 point.

**Other referred journals with impact-factor**: 0.5 point.

**Co-authorships**
Full point score for paper with up to 3 authors; 70% of the point score for papers with four authors; 50% of the point score for papers with more than four authors.
Ranking of journals

Top-6
american economic review
econometrica
journal of finance
journal of political economy
quarterly journal of economics
review of economic studies

Class A+
american economic journal: applied economics
american economic journal: economic policy
american economic journal: macroeconomics
american economic journal: microeconomics
economic journal
journal of development economics
journal of econometrics
journal of economic history
journal of economic theory
journal of health economics
journal of international economics
journal of labor economics
journal of monetary economics
journal of public economics
journal of the European economic association
quantitative economics
rand journal of economics
research policy
review of economics and statistics
review of financial studies
theoretical economics

Class A
brookings papers on economic activity
canadian journal of economics
econometric review
economic development and cultural change
economic inquiry
economic policy
economic theory
economica
economics letters
economics of education review
european economic review
european journal of political economy *
games and economic behavior *
health economics
industrial & labor relations review
industrial and corporate change
international economic review
international journal of industrial organization *
journal of applied econometrics
journal of banking & finance
journal of business & economic statistics
journal of economic behavior & organization
journal of economic dynamics & control *
journal of economic geography
journal of economic growth *
journal of economic literature
journal of economic perspectives
journal of economics & management strategy
journal of evolutionary economics
journal of financial and quantitative analysis
journal of financial economics *
journal of financial intermediation
journal of human resources *
journal of industrial economics
journal of international money and finance
journal of law and economics
journal of law, economics, and organization
journal of mathematical economics
journal of money, credit, and banking
journal of public economic theory
journal of risk and uncertainty
journal of urban economics
labour economics
macroeconomic dynamics
oxford bulletin of economics and statistics
regional science and urban economics
review of economic dynamics
review of finance
scandinavian journal of economics
small business economics
social choice and welfare
theory and decisions
world development
world economy

**Class B**

agricultural economics
american journal of agricultural economics
applied economics
B.E. journal of theoretical economics
B.E. journal of economic analysis and policy
B.E. journal of macroeconomics
british journal of industrial relations
cambridge journal of economics
case studies on transport policy
conflict management and peace science
contemporary economic policy
development and change
ecological economics
econometric theory
economic geography
economics and politics
economics of innovation and new technology
economics of transition
economics of transportation
empirical economics
energy economics
energy journal
environment and development economics
environment and planning a
environmental and resource economics
environmental science & policy
experimental economics
explorations in economic history
finanzarchiv
health policy
imf staff papers
industrial relations (a journal of economy and society)
industry and innovation
information economics and policy
international journal of central banking
international journal of forecasting
international journal of game theory
international journal of manpower
international journal of urban and regional research
international tax and public finance
journal of accounting & economics
journal of agricultural and resource economics
journal of business
journal of business venturing
journal of common market studies
journal of comparative economics
journal of conflict resolution
journal of corporate finance
journal of cultural economics
journal of development studies
journal of economic inequality
journal of economic psychology
journal of economic surveys
journal of economics
journal of environmental economics and management
journal of european public policy
journal of financial services research
journal of financial stability
journal of forecasting
journal of institutional economics
journal of macroeconomics
journal of peace research
journal of policy analysis and management
journal of policy modeling
journal of population economics
journal of productivity analysis
journal of real estate finance and economics
journal of regional science
journal of regulatory economics
journal of risk and insurance
journal of social issues
journal of technology transfer
journal of transport economics and policy
kyklos
land economics
manchester school
mathematical social sciences
national tax journal
nber macroeconomics annual
nonprofit and voluntary sector quarterly
oxford economic papers
oxford review of economic policy
papers in regional science
public choice
real estate economics
regional studies
research in economics
resource and energy economics
review of income and wealth
review of industrial organization
review of international economics
review of world economics (weltwirtsch archiv)
southern economic journal
spatial economic analysis
structural change and economic dynamics
technological forecasting and social change
transport policy
transportation
transportation science
urban studies
value in health
world bank economic review

Interdisciplinary journals
american journal of political science
american political science review
demography
journal of the american statistical association
journal of the royal statistical society: series A
management science
marketing science
nature
physical review (sez E.)
quarterly journal of political science
science